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Admission Criteria & Selection Procedure

The minimum qualification for admission to the Course is a Bachelor's Degree with Honours in Science/Business Administration or Bachelor's Degree in Engineering (especially Chemical, Civil and Mining)/ Technology /Law or its equivalent from any University recognized by the University of Calcutta.

The applicants for the admission to the MBA-PSCourse are required to take MAT/ CAT / CMAT/ JEMAT/ GATE /GMAT. The candidates short listed on the basis of cut-off-marks in the above selection tests would be required to appear for a Group Discussion and Personal Interview at IISWBM, Kolkata. The final selection of candidates will be strictly on the basis of merit.

Scope of Employment

- Environmental Health and Safety Managers in Industry
- Environmental Manager in various Industries
- Environmental Consultancy Firms
- Environmental officers in Non-ProfitOrganisation
- Programme Officers in Institutes dealing with policy change issues onEnvironment and Climate Change
Students’ Achievements and Events

Successfully participated in poster competition organised by South Asian Youth Environmental Network (SAYEN) and Center of Environmental Education and sponsored by American Centre in 2015.

The students also regularly participate in different workshop and seminar organised by eminent bodies such as The Bengal Chamber of Commerce, TERI, Ground Water Research Institute and Institute of Engineers etc.

Some students are also actively persuading masters and doctoral degrees in well-known universities in US and Europe.